
Current skylight in the rear loft is covered in 
Perspex/ wooden frame

The following images show the length and width of the Perspex and wooden frame.







Proposed to be replaced with a heritage style skylight as shown here: VELUX GCL 2501H Heritage Conservation Roof 
Window | Sterlingbuild

https://www.sterlingbuild.co.uk/product/velux-gcl-2501h-heritage-conservation-top-hung-roof-window
https://www.sterlingbuild.co.uk/product/velux-gcl-2501h-heritage-conservation-top-hung-roof-window


• Description here – copied from the link provided on previous slide:

Ideal for heritage, conservation and historical properties.

The Heritage conservation roof window is designed to be in keeping with heritage aesthetics of historical buildings. Slim and 
elegant and sitting flush to the slates, it blends beautifully into the roofing material.

Thoughtfully co-created with Architects and Conservation Officers, it enhances modern living, while maintaining the building’s 
original character.

A U-value of 1.3 W/m2K ensuring minimal energy costs due to excellent thermal efficiency.

Toughened glass with added safety lamination.

Rain noise reduction and a UV filter gives you optimal comfort in all weathers.

An easy to clean coating resulting in low maintenance windows.

Sleek, slim-fit profile for an appearance in line with historic heritage.

Authentic top-hung design.

Crafted glass-to-edge technology for a clean appearance.

Central glazing bar for period authenticity.

Flashing kit developed for slate and plain tile roofs, for effortless installation (no need for manual lead flashing).

Original hand-winder for natural ventilation.

Inspired by today and tomorrow, as much as the past, VELUX Heritage conservation roof windows enhance modern indoor living 
and help to transform spaces into favourite places.

Designed for heritage

Co-created with conservation specialists and specifically designed to be in keeping with heritage aesthetics of traditional buildings, 
and properties located in conservation areas.

Seamless fit

From the slim profile, down to the authentic glazing bar and step pane, every element of the Heritage conservation roof window is 
carefully considered.



Further details - spec
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